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Hartley and Zisserman. 2000. Multiple View Geometry 
in Computer Vision

Thrun, Burgard, Fox. 2005.  Probabilistic Robotics

Canny. 1988. The complexity of robot motion planning.
Kavraki et al. RA1996. Probabilistic roadmaps for path 

planning in high-dimensional configuration spaces. 
Lavalle and Kuffner. 2000. Rapidly-exploring random 

trees: Progress and prospects.

Video Credits: Mur-Artal et al., Palmieri et al.



Geometric 3D Reconstruction of the World

Do we need to tediously reconstruct everything on this table?

Video Credit: Mur-Artal and Tardos, TRobotics 2016. ORB-SLAM2: an Open-Source SLAM System for 
Monocular, Stereo and RGB-D Cameras.

Unnecessary
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Abstract

This paper studies the problem of image-goal naviga-

tion which involves navigating to the location indicated by

a goal image in a novel previously unseen environment. To

tackle this problem, we design topological representations

for space that effectively leverage semantics and afford ap-

proximate geometric reasoning. At the heart of our rep-

resentations are nodes with associated semantic features,

that are interconnected using coarse geometric information.

We describe supervised learning-based algorithms that can

build, maintain and use such representations under noisy

actuation. Experimental study in visually and physically

realistic simulation suggests that our method builds effec-

tive representations that capture structural regularities and

efficiently solve long-horizon navigation problems. We ob-

serve a relative improvement of more than 50% over exist-

ing methods that study this task.

1. Introduction

Imagine you are in a new house as shown in Fig 1 and
you are given the task of finding a target object as shown in
Fig 1 (top). While there are multiple possible directions to
move, most of us would choose the path number 2 to move.
This is because we use strong structural priors – we real-
ize the target is an oven which is more likely to be found
in the kitchen which seems accessible via path number 2.
Now let us suppose, once you reach the oven, your goal is
to reach back to the living room which you saw initially.
How would you navigate? The answer to this question lies
in how we humans store maps (or layout) of the house we
just traversed. One possible answer would be metric maps,
in which case we would know exactly how many steps to
take to reach the living room. But this is clearly not how we
humans operate [16, 41]. Instead, most of us would first get
out of the kitchen by moving to the hallway and then navi-
gate to the living room which is visible from the hallway.

It is clear from the above examples, there are two main
†Correspondence: chaplot@cs.cmu.edu
⇤Equal Contribution

Figure 1: Semantic Priors and Landmarks. When asked to go
to target image of an oven most humans would use the path num-
ber 2 since it allows access to kitchen. Humans use semantic pri-
ors and common-sense to explore and navigate everyday yet most
navigation algorithms struggle to do so.

components of a successful visual navigation algorithm: (a)
ability to build spatial representations and store them; (b)
ability to exploit structural priors. When it comes to spa-
tial representations, the majority of papers in navigation in-
sist on building metrically precise representations of free
space. However, metric maps have two major shortcom-
ings: first, metric maps do not scale well with environment
size and amount of experience. But more importantly, ac-
tuation noise on real-robots makes it challenging to build
consistent representations, and precise localization may not
always be possible. When it comes to exploiting structural
priors, most learning-based approaches do not model these
explicitly. Instead, they hope the learned policy function has
these priors encoded implicitly. But it still remains unclear
if these policy functions can encode semantic priors when
learned via RL.

In this paper, we propose to tackle both the problems
head-on. Instead of using metric-maps which are brittle
to localization and noise, we propose a topological repre-
sentation of the space. Our proposed representation con-
sists of nodes that are connected in the form of a graph,
based on local geometry information. Each node is repre-
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Explicit Semantics

Going to a Image Goal



Finding a bathroom in a new restaurant

Implicit Semantics



Implicit Semantics

Speculating about space not directly observed.



Implicit Semantics

Exploiting patterns in layout of indoor spaces.
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Goal (300, 400)
Mapper Planner

Action to 
Execute
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• Mapper and planner are differentiable functions

• Mapper and planner are learned for end task

• Hand-crafted obstacle maps to task-driven semantic maps
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Spatial Representation

Feature ft Confidence ct

Egocentric Bird’s Eye Coordinate Frame
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Differentiable Planner

R. Bellman. 1957. A Markovian Decision Process.



Differentiable Planner

R. Bellman. 1957. A Markovian Decision Process.



Differentiable Planner

R. Bellman. 1957. A Markovian Decision Process.
Tamar et al. NIPS 2016. Value Iteration Networks.

Local computation that can be done using 
Convolutions and Channel-wise Max-Pooling.



Differentiable Planner

R. Bellman. 1957. A Markovian Decision Process.

Local neighborhood 
tells about optimal action



Policy Training

Simulator based on scans of 
Real World Environments

Gupta et al., CVPR 2017. Cognitive Mapping and Planning for Visual Navigation
Armeni et al. CVPR 2016. 3D Semantic Parsing of Large-Scale Indoor Spaces

Simulate robot views 
and motion

Compute ground 
truth traversability



Policy Training by Expert Imitation
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Point Goal Task Goal: Straight 5m



Results (Novel Env., Go To Relative Offset)
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Semantic Tasks (Go to a chair)



Results (Novel Env, Go To Object)

RGB InputDepth Input



Free Space
Agent can make predictions about its surroundings



Free Space
Agent can make predictions about its surroundings



Free Space
Agent can make predictions about its surroundings



Free Space Hallway Room

Agent can make predictions about its surroundings



Free Space Hallway Room

Agent can make predictions about its surroundings



Representation for Spaces

• Semantic reasoning

• Spatial reasoning

• Robustness to actuation noise

• Easy to acquire

More recently,
• Topological representations (robustness to noise)
• Ease of training

• Modular approaches
• Training via supervised learning
• Training without interaction, using Internet Videos



Semantic Topological 
Representations

 = Relative Pose
FR

Panorama

Current Observation

 = Semantic Prediction: 
Closeness to target

FS

 = LocalizationFL

“Ghost 
Nodes”0.8

 = Geometric Prediction:
Free space in different directions
FG

D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for 
visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 



•  = Semantic Prediction: Closeness to target

•  = Geometric Prediction: Free directions

•  = Relative Pose

•  = Localization

FS(I1, I2)
FG(I1)
FR(I1, I2)
FL(I1, I2)

4 Functions

D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 
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D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 
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Execution (Image Goal)

D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 







RGB RGBD RGBD  
(No Noise)

RGBD  
(No Stop)

LSTM + Imitation 0.10 0.14 0.15 0.18

LSTM + RL 0.10 0.13 0.14 0.17

Occupancy Maps 
+ FBE + RL 0.26 0.31 0.24

ANS 0.23 0.29 0.35 0.39

NTS (Our) 0.38 0.43 0.45 0.60

Robust to 
Actuation Noise

Map based methods are better 
than vanilla learning methods 

even in presence of noise.
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Results

D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 



RGBD - No stop RGB - No Noise
Model Easy Med. Hard Overall Easy Med. Hard Overall

ResNet + GRU + IL 0.76 0.28 0.10 0.38 0.71 0.18 0.06 0.32
Target-driven RL [47] 0.89 0.45 0.21 0.52 0.69 0.22 0.07 0.33
Metric Spatial Map + RL [9] 0.89 0.45 0.21 0.52 0.70 0.24 0.11 0.35
Metric Spatial Map + FBE + RL 0.92 0.46 0.29 0.56 0.78 0.46 0.23 0.49
Active Neural SLAM (ANS) [6] 0.93 0.50 0.32 0.58 0.79 0.53 0.30 0.54
Neural Topological SLAM (NTS) 0.94 0.70 0.60 0.75 0.87 0.60 0.46 0.64

Table 2: No stop and no noise. Success rate of the proposed model NTS and the baselines without stop action (left) and without motion
noise (right) in the RGBD setting.
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Figure 8: Performance of the proposed model NTS and two ablations as a function of number of sequential goals.

6.1. Ablations and Sequential Goals

In this subsection, we evaluate the proposed model on se-
quential goals in a single episode and study the importance
of the topological map or the graph and the Semantic Score
Predictor (FS). For creating a test episode with sequen-
tial goals, we randomly sample a goal between 1.5m to 5m
away from the last goal. The agent gets a time budget of
500 timesteps for each goal. We consider two ablations:

NTS w/o Graph. We pick the direction with the highest
score in the current image greedily, not updating or using
the graph over time. Intuitively, the performance of this ab-
lation should deteriorate as the number of sequential goals
increases as it has no memory of past observations.

Neural Topological SLAM w/o Score Function. In this
ablation, we do not use the Semantic Score Predictor (FS)
and pick a ghost node randomly as the long-term goal when
the Goal Image is not localized in the current graph. In-
tuitively, the performance of this ablation should improve
with the increase in the number of sequential goals, as ran-
dom exploration would build the graph over time and in-
crease the likelihood of the Goal Image being localized.

We report the success rate and SPL of NTS and the two
ablations as a function of the number of sequential goals
in Figure 8. Success, in this case, is defined as the ra-
tio of goals reached by the agent across a test set of 1000
episodes. Firstly, the performance of NTS is considerably
higher than both the ablations, indicating the importance of
both the components. The performance of all the models
decreases with an increase in the number of sequential goals

because if the agent fails to reach an intermediate goal, there
is a high chance that the subsequent goals are farther away.
However, the performance gap between NTS and NTS w/o
Score Function decreases and the performance gap between
NTS and NTS w/o Graph increases with increase in the
number of sequential goals as expected. This indicates that
the topological map becomes more important over time as
the agent explores a new environment, and while the Se-
mantic Score Predictor is the most important at the begin-
ning to explore efficiently.

7. Discussion

We designed topological representations for space that
leverage semantics and afford coarse geometric reason-
ing. We showed how we can build such representation au-
tonomously and use them for the task of image-goal navi-
gation. Topological representations provided robustness to
actuation noise, while semantic features stored at nodes al-
lowed the use of statistical regularities for efficient explo-
ration in novel environments. We showed how advances
made in this paper make it possible to study this task in
settings where no prior experience from the environment is
available, resulting in a relative improvement of over 50%.
In the future, we plan to deploy our models on real robots.
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But, at the same time, 
importance of the  topological 

representation  increases

Semantic score function improves 
efficiency when no prior experience 
with environment is available.

As experience in environment increases, 
utility of semantic function decreases

Results

D. S. Chaplot et al. Neural topological slam for visual navigation. In CVPR, 2020. 
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